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I must warn you about a threat to our world.
Long before mankind roamed this earth, there
lived great and terrible beings. A single of these
ancient beasts held the power to enslave, or
destroy, the world. When they entered a state of
hibernation, humanity was allowed to prosper.

Weak-minded men have fallen under their control
and formed Cults dedicated to each Elder God’s
revival.
You must prevent them from succeeding or the
world will be lost.
- Walter P Matherson

Even now, however, their power infects mankind.
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OVERVIEW

The Cult of Chaugnar Faugn

Sinister Cults are attempting to awaken their Elder Gods. If
they succeed, it will plunge the world into endless darkness.
But awakening a god is not easy and requires many Minions
to perform the ritual.
This is the one advantage you have against them. By
attacking these Cults, you can prevent them from gathering
the strength they need.
Each turn, you will draw cards from the Cult Deck to
represent their gathering forces.

The Cult of Yog-Sothoth

You must lead attacks against the Cults of Cthulhu,
Arwassa, Chaugnar Faugn, and Yog-Sothoth to reduce their
numbers and prevent them from gathering enough strength
to summon their specific Elder God.
If you fail to hold back the vile forces, our world is doomed.

COMPONENTS
The Cult Boards have areas for their Gate cards,

CULT BOARDS
The Cult of Cthulhu

their Minion cards,

The Cult of Arwassa
and their Horror cards.
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SYMBOLS

Gate Cards
These Gates bring Minions and Horrors
to our world. They must be destroyed
quickly or our world will be overrun.

The Symbol on each Cult card identifies which Cult the
Minion, Horror, or Gate belongs to. These cards have
matching colors and symbols on the Cult Boards.
Cult cards are always placed on the Cult Board with the
card’s matching color and symbol.

The Cult of Cthulhu

Horror Cards
These creatures are fearsome and will
test the sanity of even the strongestwilled Investigators.

The Cult of Arwassa

Horror cards do not have a number in the
top left corner.

The Cult of Chaugnar Faugn

While these creatures do not contribute
toward summoning their gods, their
arrival will challenge your Sanity.

The Cult of Yog-Sothoth

Investigators

THE HELP SHEET

This is your character in the game. You
will choose one of the Investigators to
play during the game. Your Investigator
can only use his or her Skill once per
turn.

The Help Sheet lists
Magic Spells, the Turn
Order, and other
information necessary
to play the game.

THE CARDS

Investigator cards have a special backing
identifying them as Investigators.

Minion Cards
Minions gather to summon Horrors. If
they are very luck and can gather 5 or
more Minions together they can summon
an Elder God.

Investigator cards are not part of the Cult
deck.

A Cult card with a numeric value in the
top left corner represents the Minions of
a Cult.

Followers
There are Follower cards in the Cult deck
that you may purchase during the game.
Each Follower has a unique Skill.

The value represents the Minion’s specific strength.
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Followers, Close Gates, and to resist Sanity Loss.

Items
You can purchase and use Items to battle
the Cults.

The Coins do not limit your Experience. If you run out of
Coins, use some other marker to record your unspent
Experience.

Beware, there are also Cursed Items
which will hamper your efforts!

Instead of using the Coins, you can also collect cards as you
destroy them. Place them in a pile near your Investigator to
spend as you need them. Each Minion, Gate, or
unpurchased Item or Follower is worth 1 Experience, and
Horrors are worth their Combo Values. Make change as
needed using cards from the discard pile.

THE DICE
Your Body Die

MULTIPLAYER RULES

The red Body die represents your physical body. If
you roll a 1 with your Body die, you are Wounded
and you lose a Health die. If you roll a 1 with your
Body die, and you do not have any Health dice remaining,
you are killed, and you lose the game.

These rules are written for a solitaire game. The game can
be played with more than one player using only a few
modifications. Multiplayer rules are found in the Optional
Rules section at the end of this rulebook.

Any roll, including 1s, can be used to destroy Minions and
Horrors in Combat.

SET-UP

Your Health Dice
The 2 green Health dice help you Slay Minions and
Horrors in Combat.

Place the 4 Cult Boards in front of you.
Separate the Investigator cards from the Cult Deck. Select
one of the Investigator cards to be your character during the
game. Set aside the other Investigators. You will not need
them during the game.

Each time you are Wounded, you lose one of these Health
Dice until you Heal.

Your Spirit Dice
There are 4 Spirit dice. You can purchase 3 of them
to temporarily aid you in combat.

Shuffle the Cult Deck and place it within easy reach. The
Cult deck contains Followers, Items, Minions, Horrors, and
Gates.

You gain the use of Spirit dice by purchasing the “Spirit
Die” Magic Spell. These dice are purchased for a single use.
You do not retain them, but they can be repurchased for
each Attack.

Place the Body die, Health dice, and Spirit dice within easy
reach.
Place the Help Sheet near you.

You cannot roll more than 3 purchased Spirit dice during an
Attack.

Starting Experience
You begin the game with 4 Experience. Take 4
of the Experience Coins and place them on
your Investigator.

You receive the fourth Spirit die if you acquire the Sword of
the Crusader Item.

Experience Coins
Use the Experience Coins to track your unspent
Experience points.
When you Slay Minions and Horrors, Close
Gates, or elect not to purchase Items and
Followers, you gain Experience.
You spend Experience to purchase Spells, Items and
4
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OBJECTIVE

SUMMONING
Draw Cult Cards

If there are more than 5 Minions on any Cult Board at the
end of any turn, that Cult summons their Elder God. You
lose. No mortal can hope to face these beings, and the world
is lost.

Draw 4 Cult cards. .
If you draw Followers and Items, set
them aside for purchase later in the turn.

If, however, you are able to empty the Cult Deck without
the world ending, you have foiled the arrival of the Elder
Gods, and you win the game.

TURN ORDER

Minions

Perform the following steps each game turn:
(1) Summoning
Draw Cult cards
Purchase Items and Followers
Awaken Horrors
Sanity Loss
When you draw a Minion card, place it in the Minion area
of its Cult Board. Stack Minions so their strength values are
showing.

(2) Combat
Choose Target Cult Board
Roll Combat Dice
Re-roll Combat Dice
Protection
Attacking Minions
Attacking Awake Horrors
Attacking Gates
Gain Experience

Gates
When you draw a Gate card,
place it in the Gate area of its
Cult Board.
When a Cult Board has 1 or
more Gates in play, draw 1
extra Cult card each turn.

(3) Outcome
Check for Defeat
Check for Victory

Keep in mind that the number
of cards you draw is increased
immediately. You will draw an
additional card from the Cult
Deck on the turn you draw the Gate.
If more than one Gate is in play during the Draw phase,
draw 1 extra Cult card for each Cult Board with a Gate.
Example: You draw 4 cards. One is a Cthulhu Gate. You place it on
the Cthulhu Board and immediately draw another Cult card.
Example: There is 1 Gate in play on the Arwassa Board, so you
draw 5 Cult cards. You draw a Cthulhu Gate and place it on the
Cthulhu Board. This increases your Draw by 1 card. Instead of
drawing 5 cards this step, you must now draw 6 cards.
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If you draw a Gate for a Cult Board that already has a Gate,
place the new Gate on top of the first Gate. You must
Destroy both Gates before that Cult Board stops generating
an extra card draw.

Example: You drew 2 Minion cards, an Item, and a Follower. You
place the Minion cards on their Cult Boards. You’d like to buy the
cost 1 Item, but you don’t have any Experience. You discard the
Follower to gain 1 Experience, and then spend the Experience to
buy the Item.

Example: There are Gates on the Arwassa and Cthulhu Boards.
You draw 6 cards, (4 + 1 for each Board with a Gate on it). You
draw a Cthulhu Gate. Place it on top of the other Cthulhu Gate. Do
not draw an extra card.

If you purchase a card, place it next to your Investigator for
later use.
Each card also has a cost to use the
card’s ability. The cost is found to the left
of the ability text.

Horrors
Horrors are not from this world. They
must be Awakened in our plane of
existence by their Minions.

You can only use each card’s ability once each turn, even if
you gain an extra Combat Attack from Magic Spells.
Unless the card reads otherwise, you can only use a card’s
ability during your Combat step.
When you suffer a Sanity Loss or a Wound you can slay a
Follower to absorb the effect.

When you draw a
Horror, place it face
down on its Cult
Board, in its designated
space. A face down
Horror card is a
Sleeping Horror.

Card Terms
The following game terms appear on the cards.
Any - This means any of the specified
cards on any Cult Board.
Discard - Remove the targeted card from
the game and place it in your discard
pile. You do not gain any Experience
from discarding the card.

Purchase Items and Followers
When you draw Cult
cards, some of them
will be Followers and
Items.

Slay - Remove the targeted card from the
game and place it in your discard pile.
Gain Experience each time you Slay a
Minion, Horror, or Gate card.

Awaken Horrors
During this step, if a Cult Board has one or more Sleeping
Horrors, check if there are enough Minions present on the
Board to Awaken each Horror.

Each Follower or Item card has a
purchase cost shown near the top. Pay
this Experience to purchase the card.

A Minor Horror Awakens if there are 2 or more Minions on
the Board. A Major Horror Awakens if there are 3 or more
Minions on the Board. An Unspeakable Horror Awakens if
there are 4 or more Minions on the Board.

When you draw an Item or Follower card, you must either
purchase the card during the Purchase step of the turn or
discard it. If you discard it, gain 1 Experience for each Item
or Follower you discard. You can purchase as many Items or
Followers as you can afford.

If there are enough Minions to awaken a Horror, turn the
Horror card faceup on the Cult Board in its corresponding
Horror Slot.

You can choose to purchase and discard cards in any order
during this step.
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Roll Combat Dice
Roll your 2 Health dice and your 1 Body die as well as any
Spirit dice you have purchased.
All the dice rolled are your Combat Dice.

Re-Roll Combat Dice
After seeing your die roll, you may pick up any dice that
you wish to re-roll, except those dice that rolled a 1 or a
Wound.
You cannot re-roll dice that rolled a 1.
Your goal is to use the values on the dice to Slay Minions or
Horrors on the Cult Board.

Sleeping Horrors

Ones and Wounds

If the Cult Board does not contain enough Minions to
Awaken the Horror, keep the Horror card facedown in its
place on the Cult Board. That Horror is still a Sleeping
Horror.

1s rolled with a Body die are a special case in
Combat. These represent mistakes or moments of
weakness.
If you roll a 1 with your Body die, the Cult has Wounded
you.

A faceup Horror is Awake and a facedown Horror is
Sleeping.

You must either set aside 1 of your Health dice at
the end of this Combat phase, or Slay a Follower.

Once a Horror has been Awakened, it remains Awake.

Sanity Loss

You may not roll the lost Health die until you Heal.

If there are one or more Horrors Awake during this step, you
suffer a Sanity Loss. You must immediately discard
Experience equal to the Combo Value on the most powerful
Awake Horror, or you must Slay a Follower card.

If you ever lose both Health dice, and you roll a 1 with your
Body die, you die. The game ends in failure.

Example: There is an Awake Minor Horror and
an Awake Major Horror. The Major Horror is
more powerful, so it inflicts the Sanity Loss.
You must either Slay one of your Followers, or
discard 3 Experience.

If you are Attacking a Cult Board with an Awake Horror,
you have the chance of getting Wounded more often.
Instead of just getting Wounded on a Body die roll of a 1,
you get Wounded on a Body die roll of a 1 through the Dice
Combo value of the most powerful Awake Horror on that
Board. You may not re-roll your Body die if the result is a
Wound.

If you cannot pay the required number of
Experience , and you do not have a
Follower to Slay, your Investigator goes
Insane and you lose the game.

Example: If you are Attacking a Board with an Awake Major Horror,
you suffer a Wound if your Body die rolls a 1, 2, or 3. You may not
re-roll your Body die if you roll a 1, 2, or 3.

COMBAT

Protection

After you place the Cult cards, it is your turn to fight them.
You can lead an attack on one of the Cults to weaken it.

Cult cards on a Board Protect each other. Awake Horrors
protect the Minions on the Cult Board. Until all Awake
Horrors are Slain, you cannot attack the Minions on that
Cult Board.

You may skip this step, but that is rarely a wise choice.

Choose a Target Cult Board

Minions Protect the Sleeping Horrors and the Gate. You
cannot attack a Sleeping Horror or the Gate if there are any
Minions on that Cult Board.

Your first step in combat is to select which of the 4 Cult
Boards you wish to attack. Any dice you roll can only be
used to Slay the cards on the selected Cult Board.
7
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After you roll, you can choose how you allocate your dice
to Slay Horrors.
Slaying Horrors is more challenging than Slaying Minions.
To Slay a Horror, you must create a Matching Combo or a
Run Combo with your roll.

Matching Combo
Multiple dice with the same value may be allocated to the
same Horror to create a Matching Combo.
Examples: You can use a 5 and 5 to make a 2 dice Matching
Combo. You can also use a 3, 3, 3, and 3 to make a 4 dice
Matching Combo.

Run Combo

Example: In the above graphic, you cannot attack the Minions until
the Awake Minor Horror is Slain.

Two or more dice that are in sequential order may be
allocated to the same Horror to create a Run Combo.

Once the Awake Horror is Slain, you can attack the Minions.
Examples: You can use a 5 and 6 to make a 2 dice Run Combo.
You can also use a 1, 2, and 3 to make a 3 dice Run Combo.

You cannot attack the Gate or the Sleeping Horror until all the
Minions are Slain.

You must use a 2 dice Combo to Slay a
Minor Horror.

Attacking Minions
Use your rolled dice to Slay Minions.

Single Die

Example: You Slay a Minor Horror with a
Matching Combo roll of 2 and 2 or with a Run
Combo roll of 2 and 3.

If you place a single die from your Combat Roll on any
Minion card with an equal or lower value, you Slay the
Minion.

You will suffer a Wound if your Body die
rolls a 1 or 2.

Example: You may place a die roll of 4 on a Minion with a value of
4 or less to Slay it.

You must use a 3 dice Combo to Slay a
Major Horror.

Multiple Dice

Example: You Slay a Major Horror with a
Matching Combo roll of 2, 2 and 2 or with a
Run Combo roll of 2, 3, and 4.

You can place multiple dice from your Combat Roll on any
Minion card. If the total die roll is equal to or greater than
the Minion’s value, you Slay the Minion.

You will suffer a Wound if your Body die
rolls a 1, 2, or 3.

Example: You may place die rolls of 2 and 4 on a Minion with a
value of 6 or lower to Slay it.

You must use a 4 dice Combo to Slay an
Unspeakable Horror.

Example: You may place die rolls of 3, 4, and 2 on a Minion with a
value of 9 or lower to Slay it.

Example: You Slay an Unspeakable Horror
with a Matching Combo roll of 5, 5, 5, and 5
or with a Run Combo roll of 2, 3, 4, and 5.

You gain 1 Experience for each Minion you Slay.

Attacking Awake Horrors

You will suffer a Wound if your Body die
rolls a 1, 2, 3, or 4.

You also use your rolled dice to Slay Horrors.
If there is more than one Horror on the Cult Board you are
attacking, you can choose which Horror or Horrors you
attack.

You gain Experience equal to the combo value of the Horror
you Slay.
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You gain 2 Experience for Slaying a Minor Horror.
You gain 3 Experience for Slaying a Major Horror.
You gain 4 Experience for Slaying an Unspeakable Horror.

This Experience allows you to activate powerful Magic
Spells, purchase Items and Followers, use Investigator and
Follower Abilities, and to resist Sanity Loss.

You gain the same Experience for Slaying a Horror, whether
the Horror is Awake or Asleep.

Gain Experience after each Combat step. You can use
Experience from one Attack to purchase Magic Spells or
Abilities during future attacks.

At the end of the game, there can be no Awake Horrors.
Keep playing and suffering Sanity Losses until no Awake
Horrors remain on any Cult Boards.

Return an Experience Coin to the general pile when you
spend it. Cycle them as needed between the pile and your
Investigator.

Attacking Sleeping Horrors
Action
Experience Coins Gained
Slay a Minion
1
Slay a Horror
= Dice Combo Value
Destroy a Gate
1
Do not Purchase an Item
1
Do not Purchase a Follower
1

You may Slay a Sleeping Horror by placing dice on the
Sleeping Horror. You must place the number of dice equal to
the Horror’s combo value. The dice can be of any value, but
the Body die must be rolled to check for a Wound.
You will only suffer a Wound if your Body die rolls a 1.

OUTCOME

Example: You can Slay a Sleeping
Major Horror by placing any 3
dice on the card.

Check for Failure
Check each of the 4 Cult Boards. If any Board has 5 or
more Minion cards, the Cult members summon their Elder
God, and the game immediately ends in failure.

Example: There is a Sleeping
Minor Horror Protected by a Value
5 Cultist Leader Minion on the
Cult Board. You roll 3 dice. You roll
a 2, 4, and 6. You can use the 6 to
Slay the Cultist Leader and the 2
and 4 to Slay the Sleeping Horror.

Check for Victory
If the Cult deck is out of cards, and there are 4 or fewer
Minion cards on all the Cult Boards, and there are no Awake
Horrors, you win.

Attacking Gates

Continue to play as long as there are Awake Horrors in play.
Do not draw cards after the Cult deck is depleted.

During your Combat Step, you can Purchase the Seal Gate
Magic Spell by discarding 3 Experience. This will Destroy
an Unprotected Gate on your targeted Cult Board. Move the
Destroyed Gate to the discard pile.
Example: The Cult Board has 2 Minions and a Gate. I use my
Combat dice to Slay the Minions, leaving the Gate Unprotected. I
then spend 3 Experience to purchase the Seal Gate Magic Spell to
Destroy the Gate.
Example: There are 2 Cult Boards with Unprotected Gates. You
target one Board and Destroy the Gate. You must then purchase
the Hurry Magic Spell if you want to attack the Gate on the other
Cult Board.

Gain 1 Experience for Destroying a Gate.

Gain Experience
As you fight, you gain Experience by Slaying
Minions and Horrors, Destroying Gates, and by
not purchasing Items and Followers.
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MAGIC SPELLS

ITEMS

As you Slay Minions and
Horrors, you can spend
your Experience to
purchase single-use Magic
Spells. Each Magic Spell
takes effect when you
purchase it.

These Items are found in the Cult Deck. You may choose to
purchase these cards with Experience during the Purchase
step. You may only use each Item once per turn, even if you
Hurry.

Disruption Ritual
Purchase cost: 3, Use cost: 1
Each turn, if you pay 1 Experience
during the Draw Cult Cards step, draw 1
less Cult card.
Example: If you have no open Gates, you only
draw 3 Cult cards this turn.

Spirit Die [1 Experience]
During an Attack, add 1 Spirit die to your roll. You may
purchase this Magic Spell up to 3 times before an Attack.
All Spirit dice for a Combat must be purchased at the same
time, before the Combat begins.

Elder Sign
Purchase cost: 1, Use cost: 0
You may discard this card when you are
suffering a Sanity Loss to cancel the
effect.

If you Hurry and perform a second Attack, you must
purchase any Spirit dice you want to use during the second
Attack. Spirit dice from the first Attack do not remain for
the second Attack.

Example: There is an Awake Major Horror in
play. You are about to suffer a value 3 Sanity
Loss. You discard this card to stop the Loss.

Hurry [2 Experience]
After performing your Attack for a turn you may spend 2
Experience to perform another Attack on any Cult Board.
You may only purchase this Magic Spell once per turn.

Necklace of the Veil
Purchase cost: 2, Use cost: 0
You may discard this card to Discard Any
Gate in play, even a Protected Gate.

Healing: [3 Experience]
You may spend 3 Experience to recover one previously lost
Health die. You may purchase this Magic Spell more than
once per turn.

Seal Gate [3 Experience]
Destroy an Unprotected Gate card on your targeted Cult
Board. You may purchase this Magic Spell more than once
per turn.

Necronomicon
Purchase cost: 4, Use cost: 2
Once each turn, you may pay 2
Experience to Discard Any Gate in play,
even a Protected Gate.
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Otherworldly Idol

Temple of Light

Purchase cost: 1, Use cost: 0
Once each turn, during the combat step,
you may Slay a Follower to Discard Any
Horror in play. The Horror can be on any
Cult Board, Awake or Asleep, and can
even be Protected.

Purchase cost: 3, Use cost: 1
You may pay 1 Experience during your
Combat step to draw the next 2 Cult
cards and discard them. You must discard
these cards and you do not gain
Experience for Item or Follower cards.

Example: You previously purchased the
Ritualist Follower. There is an Unspeakable
Horror in play. You Slay the Ritualist and
Discard the Horror. You do not gain Experience for the Horror.

CURSED ITEMS

Potion of Wisdom
Purchase cost: 1, Use cost: 0
You may discard this card to pay for any
one Experience cost.

These Items focus otherworldly powers to act against you.

Example: You may discard this card to pay for
a Spirit die.

During the Purchase step, you must either pay the Purchase
cost of the Cursed Item, or suffer its effect. Discard the
Cursed Item once you resolve its effect.

Example: You may discard this card to pay the
Experience cost for a Sanity Loss.

Cursed Cubes
When you draw this card, pay 2
Experience or you cannot re-roll any dice
this turn.

Example: You may discard this card to pay the Experience cost to
use a Follower’s ability.

Ritual Dagger
Purchase cost: 1, Use cost: 0
During your Combat step, you may
discard this card to treat it as a Spirit die
of any value from 1 to 6. This is in
addition to any Spirit dice you may have
purchased.

Cursed Scroll
When you draw this card, you must
either pay 2 Experience or immediately
draw 3 Cult cards.

Example: You are attacking the Cthulhu Cult
Board which has an Awake Major Horror. You
roll, and re-roll, but are one die short of the
combo you need to Slay the Horror. You discard this card to
complete the combo.

Sword of the Crusader
Purchase cost: 5, Use cost: 0
Once each turn, you can roll one free
Spirit die during one Combat Roll.

Cursed Temple
When you draw this card, you must
either Slay 1 Follower or you cannot use
Magic Spells this turn.

You can still purchase up to three Spirit
dice for the Combat roll.
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INVESTIGATORS

Purchase cost: 0, Use cost: 2
Once each turn during your Combat step,
you can recover a lost Health die by
paying only 2 Experience to regain the
die.

These cards are your Investigators and Followers.
You must pay the Experience cost to use the Skill noted on
the Investigator or Follower’s card.
Example: Each time the Big Game Hunter uses his Investigator
Skill, he must first pay 3 Experience.

Explorer

Big Game Hunter

Understanding subtle trail signs will get you where you
need to go and keep you from getting lost.

The bigger they are, the more fun they are to hunt. Big
game hunters love the challenge of fighting powerful beasts.
As such they are skilled at dealing with Horrors in combat.

Once each turn during your Combat step,
you can roll and re-roll your dice before
deciding which Cult Board to Attack.

Once each turn during the Awaken
Horrors step, you can pay 3 Experience
to Discard Any 1 Horror. The Horror can
be on any Cult Board, Awake or Asleep,
and can even be Protected.

Purchase cost: 2, Use cost: 0
Once each turn during your Combat step,
you can roll your dice before deciding
which Cult Board to Attack.

Purchase cost: 1, Use cost: 1
Once each turn during your Combat step,
you can pay 1 Experience to Discard Any
1 Minor Horror. The Horror can be on
any Cult Board, Awake or Asleep, and
can even be Protected.

Journalist
The people need to know the truth, and the journalist is the
one to find it.

Doctor
A knowledge of the healing arts often comes in handy when
hunting the occult.

Gain 1 extra Experience when you Slay
an Awake or Sleeping Horror.

Once each turn during your Combat step,
you can recover a lost Health die by
paying only 1 Experience to regain the
die.

Purchase cost: 1, Use cost: 0
Each time you Slay an Awake or
Sleeping Horror, draw and discard 1 Cult
card. You do not gain Experience if the
card is an Item or Follower. You can use
this ability more than once each turn.
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Priest

Ritualist

When faced with the unthinkable, faith in a higher power is
needed.

A master of the arcane arts.
Once each turn during your Combat step,
you can move Any 1 Minion to a
different Cult Board.

Once after each initial Combat roll, you
can re-roll any of your Health dice or
Spirit dice that rolled a 1.
Example: You roll a 1 with one of your Health
dice and two of your Spirit dice. You normally
wouldn’t be allowed to re-roll the three rolls of
a 1. With the Priest, you could.

Purchase cost: 1, Use cost: 0
Once each turn during your Combat step,
you can move Any 1 Minion with a value
of 4 or less to a different Cult Board.

If you roll a 1 during the Re-Roll step, you
cannot re-roll it.

Purchase cost: 1, Use cost: 0
Once after each initial Combat roll, you
can re-roll any of your Spirit dice that
rolled a 1.

Soldier
The Soldier is well-trained and skilled in combat. This
makes him exceptional at attacking Minions.

Psychiatrist

Roll 4 or higher on one die to stop a
Sanity Loss.

Once each turn during your Combat step,
you can pay 1 Experience to Discard Any
1 Minion with a value of 2 to 6. The
Minion can be on any Cult Board, and
can even be Protected.

Purchase cost: 1, Use cost: 0
Roll 5 or higher on one die to stop a
Sanity Loss.

Purchase cost: 1, Use cost: 1
Once each turn during your Combat step,
you can pay 1 Experience to Discard Any
1 Minion with a value of 3 or less. The
Minion can be on any Cult Board, and
can even be Protected.

The mind is the most powerful weapon when dealing with
these cosmic creatures.
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OPTIONAL RULES

Thief
Having connections can be very handy when getting things
that supposedly do not exist.

MULTIPLAYER RULES

Once each turn, you can purchase an
Item that costs 3 or more for 2 less
Experience.

Playing with 2 to 4 players is easy. Each player chooses an
Investigator to play. Use the normal game rules except
where noted below.

Example: When paying for a 4 Experience
cost Necronomicon, the Thief only pays 2.

Roll for player order. Highest roll goes first, then proceed
around the table clockwise. Each player conducts a normal
turn, including checking for Defeat and Victory, then play
passes to the next player.
You may only use your Investigator’s Skill during your own
turn.

Purchase cost: 0, Use cost: 0
Once each turn you can purchase an Item
that costs 3 or more for 1 less
Experience.

You may only use your own Experience to purchase
Followers, Items, Magic Spells, or stop a Sanity Loss.

Example:
You have the Thief Investigator and the Thief
Follower. When purchasing the 5 Experiencecost Sword of the Crusader, the Thief
Investigator lowers the cost to 3 and the Thief
Follower lowers the cost to 2.

You may only Slay your own Followers to stop a Sanity
Loss.
You can choose to allow another player to use your
Follower’s Skills or Items. The other player must pay your
Follower or Item Use cost with his own Experience.

Tycoon
With enough money, anything is possible.

Turn a Follower or Item card 90 degrees to show it has been
used.

Begin the game with 8 Experience
instead of 4.

Each Investigator must keep track of his own injuries and
Experience.
At the beginning of your Investigator’s turn, return all Item
and Follower cards to their upright position to show they are
once again ready to be used.
When a Horror inflicts a Sanity Loss, only the Investigator
taking their turn suffers the Loss.

Purchase cost: 0, Use cost: 0
When you purchase this card,
immediately gain 2 Experience.

If an Investigator is Slain due to Wounds or Sanity Loss,
continue playing the game with the remaining Investigators.
The game ends when all Investigators are killed, or when
the Cult deck is depleted and all Awake Horrors are Slain.
If there are ever 5 or more Minion cards on a Cult Board at
the end of any player’s turn, an Elder God is summoned and
everyone dies.

Victory
At the start of the game, decide if you will play
cooperatively or competitively.
Cooperatively - If any Investigator survives to the end, all
players win.
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CREDITS

Competitively - If more than one Investigator survives to
the end, the player to have Slain the most Minions, Gates,
and Horrors wins. Each Horror is worth points equal to its
Combo Value.

Designer
Developer
Cover Art
Card Art
Rulebook Proofing

SCORING
When you complete a solitaire or multiplayer game, you
may score your results for future reference.

Ian Richard
Holly Verssen
Christian Quinot
Christian Quinot
Jack Bennett, Jim Silsby, Jr.

Playtesting: Jason Bowden, Justin Cochran, Ben Stanley,
Robert Stoffers, Dan Verssen, Kevin Verssen

Won the game ................................................................+50
Each Cult Board with no cards on it ..............................+10
Each Unspent Experience ................................................+1
Each Minion......................................................................-2
Each Sleeping Horror........................................................-1
Each Open Gate ................................................................-3
Each unhealed Wound ......................................................-3

Special Thanks...
Ben Stanley for helping a noob designer turn a prototype
into a solid game.
Game Box in Topsham, Maine for all your support and just
being a great place to buy games.

DIFFICULTY
You can adjust the difficulty of the game to suit your needs.

Card Quotes...

If you would like to reduce the difficulty, draw only 3 Cult
cards each turn instead of 4.

The quotes on the cards represent thoughts, (often final
thoughts) from the unfortunate souls who encountered the
creatures or Items on those cards.

If you would like to increase the difficulty, draw 5 Cult
cards each turn instead of 4.

Our thanks go out to the wonderful people who supported
this game on Kickstarter. Many of the quotes come from
those generous people.
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SAMPLE GAME

During the Purchase
step, I add the Thief
to my row of
Followers. She does
not cost any
Experience.

I decide to play a solitaire game using the
Soldier as my Investigator.
I place him in front of me, along with the
4 Cult Boards, 4 starting Experience
Coins and the Player Help Sheet.

Time to Awaken Horrors. I look at all the Cult Boards and
notice that the Cthulhu Board has two Minions on it, and a
Sleeping Minor Horror. It only takes two Minions to
Awaken a Minor Horror, so I turn the Horror card faceup.

I start by drawing 4 cards from the Cult
Deck.
Arwassa: Deep Ones
Arwassa: Leng Spiders
Cthulhu: Cultist
and the Ritualist Follower
I purchase the Ritualist using 1 of my Coins. I choose to
Target the Arwassa Cult Board.

I have a choice to make. I must either discard two
Experience Coins (the Combo Value of the Minor Horror)
or Slay one of my Followers. I choose to pay two
Experience Coins.
Time for Combat. I choose to Target the Cthulhu Board.
I roll my three Combat dice and get a 5, 6, 3. I can place the
value 5 dice on the Deep Ones, and both the value 6 and 3
dice on the Leng Spiders. Both are Slain.

I must first Slay the Horror before I can reach the Minions.
To Slay the Horror I must roll either a Combo of two
matching dice, or a run of two dice. I choose to purchase 2
Spirit dice to help me. I pay one Experience Coin for each
Spirit die and roll the 5 dice. I roll three 3s, a 4 and a 6. I
place two of the 3s on the Horror, Slaying it, then the other
3 on the Cultist and the 6 on the Byakhee. The roll of 4 is
ignored because I don’t have any other cards to Slay on the
Cthulhu Board.

I discard both cards and add 2 Experience
Coins to my pile.

I draw 4 more cards.
Cthulhu: Saboth the Elder Minor Horror
Cthulhu: Byakhee
Yog-Sothoth: Gate - forcing me to immediately draw
another card: Thief Follower
And finally, the Chaugnar Faugn: Beast in the Pit Major
Horror

I discard the Minor Horror, the Cultist and the Byakhee, and
take 4 Experience Coins. 2 for the Horror’s Combo value,
and one for each of the Minions.

I place all the cards on their Boards, putting the Thief aside
until the Purchase step.
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I choose to purchase
the Magic Spell –
Hurry, for two
Experience Coins. I
now get to choose a
Target Cult Board and
participate in a second
battle.

I really don’t want
another Horror to
Awaken, so I Target
the Chaugnar Faugn
Cult Board. I roll my
three dice, and
unfortunately, my
Body die rolls a 1.
Before I deal with my
Wound, I place my
three dice on the
Sleeping Major Horror. The Horror is Slain. I discard the
card and add three Experience to my pile.

I roll my 3 dice and get a 2, 3, and 5.
I choose to re-roll the 2 and the 3.
Now I have a roll of 4, 6, and 5.
I Destroy the Cultist Leader and the Shoggoth Minions
(gaining 2 Experience Coins), but I don’t have enough to
Destroy the Byakhee. I pay to use my Soldier’s skill to
Discard the Byakhee, which leaves the Gate Unprotected. I
pay three Experience Coins to Destroy the Gate. I then gain
1 Experience Coin for Destroying the Gate.
Finally, I pay to Use the Temple of Light
to discard the top two cards from the Cult
deck. I discard a Chaugnar Faugn Cultist,
and a Priest Follower. I gain no
Experience for the discarded cards.

Unfortunately, I am Wounded. I must either lose the use of
one of my Health dice, or Slay one of my Followers. I set
one of my Health dice off to the side. Until I Heal, I can
only roll my Body die, one Health die, and any purchased
Spirit dice during future combats.

The game continues until I win when the
Cult deck is empty and I have no Awake
Horrors on any Cult Board, or I lose
because I have lost both Health dice and I am Wounded with
only my Body die to suffer the Wound, or there are ever 5 or
more Minion cards on one Cult Board at the end of the turn,
or I take a Sanity Loss from an Awake Horror and I cannot
Slay a Follower or pay the Experience cost for it.

I choose to purchase a Heal Magic Spell immediately,
before my next Combat. I pay 3 Experience and regain my
Health die.
I draw 5 cards now, 4 + 1 for the Gate card.
I draw a Yog-Sothoth: Cultist Leader
Yog Sothoth: Shoggoth
The Explorer Follower
Cthulhu: Byakhee
And the Temple of Light Item card.
I place the Minions, and choose to purchase the Temple of
Light. My Thief Follower lets me purchase it for 2
Experience. I discard the Explorer Follower and gain 1
Experience Coin.
I use my Ritualist to move the Cthulhu Byakhee onto the
Yog-Sothoth Board.
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CTHULHU FICTION

Out of the Darkness
By DAVID GERROLD

During the Kickstarter campaign, we reached out to some of
our world famous writer friends, and they responded in heroic
fashion!

Intro by David Gerrold: I was invited to participate in a fiveauthor round robin story for the tenth issue of Witchcraft &
Sorcery, an irregular periodical. The other authors were Brian
Lumley, Emil Petaja, Mirian Allen de Ford, and Ross Rocklynne.
That was pretty heady company for a young writer.

The most awesome part of this is that these authors have
played a part in my life. Through the magic of Facebook, we
were able to connect with them, and they were gracious
beyond all measure in helping us with our Kickstarter
campaign.

I wrote Chapter Two of the tale. Not knowing how the rest of the
story would work out, I wrote it as a kind of stand-alone horror.
It was published in 1974 and disappeared into the mists of
history. Trying to organize my own files, I discovered I couldn't
even find my own copy of it. I had to look up the exact issue on
the internet and then buy a copy on eBay. (I was amazed it was
available.)

Most days, life just kind of happens, but every once in awhile
something magical happens, and we get a peek at a wondrous
part of the world. This is one of those days.

-Dan Verssen

Now, almost forty years later, I look at this story from the far
side of experience. I resisted the temptation to "fix" it, because
the ending still works for me. Enjoy.

----------------------------

---

Thank you David, Daniel, and Matt!

Ward Christopher dropped the pages of the letter on his
lap and looked across the room at Hieronymus Thorne.
“Well,” said Thorne, carefully packing fresh tobacco
into his pipe, “What do you think?”
Christopher, a young man with a shock of sandy hair
that kept falling into his eyes said, “I’m not sure—he certainly
seems to believe what he says, but—”
Thorne struck a match and puffed gently at the flame.
It licked across the bowl of the pipe, the tobacco glowed and
caught. Gesturing with it, he said, “I think it’s a bloody hoax.”
“Oh, but if it is, it’s devilishly clever. He’s indicated just
enough to be intriguing and—”
“Nonsense!” said Thorne. He had a ruddy face and a
thick brown mustache. “It reads like one of those trashy pulp
magazine stories—hints of unknown menace, strange doings in
the dark, mysterious caves—and of course, at the end, a
disturbing mention of some dark occurrence that he is unaware
of the meaning of, but is all too obvious to the reader. I think
what we have here is a reject from Astonishing Terror Tales.”
“Oh, now, Uncle, I think you’re being too harsh on
him—”
“Ward, m’boy, when one deals regularly with the
occult, one gains a healthy sense of skepticism.”
“Then you’re not going to investigate it—?”
“Who said anything like that? Of course I’m going to
investigate it. But, as with all matters like this, the evidence will
speak for itself. Now, then, have you arranged for the airplane
tickets as I asked you to?”
Ward patted his coat pocket. “I have them right here.
Two roundtrip passages to New York City, but tell me, Uncle,
who will be using the second ticket?”
“Why, you are, Ward—my secretary is on vacation and
I thought you might enjoy a summer holiday—”
A look of surprise crossed the youth’s face, the

David Gerrold has been writing professionally since
1967, and many of his books and television scripts are now
considered classics.
An alumnus of CSUN’s Theatre Arts Dept., he sold
his first script to Star Trek even before he graduated. He has
also written episodes of Star Trek Animated, Land Of The
Lost, Twilight Zone, Tales From the Dark Side, Babylon 5,
Sliders and other hit TV series.
Between TV assignments, he wrote three books on
writing and forty novels, including the Hugo and Nebula
nominees When HARLIE Was One and The Man Who Folded
Himself. His autobiographical tale of his son’s adoption, The
Martian Child won both of those awards and was the basis for
a 2007 film, starring John Cusack and Amanda Peet.
His television scripts have been seen by more than a
billion people. He's written more than 50 books and has been
translated into 20 different languages. A prolific author, he’s
also written hundreds of stories, columns, and articles as well
as teaching script writing at Pepperdine University for nearly
twenty years. He has traveled all over the world, speaking his
vision of a future that works for everyone.
Gerrold’s most popular series is The War Against The
Chtorr. Four novels have been published in this septology: A
Matter For Men, A Day For Damnation, A Rage For Revenge,
and A Season For Slaughter. Book five, A Method For
Madness is scheduled for completion in 2013 and publication
in 2014.
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might give him powers and abilities otherwise impossible. By
safety mechanism, I’m suggesting some kind of simple routine
or pattern of behavior which might seem totally meaningless,
but would cause the master computer in which we are only a
simulation to alter the meta-program—”
“I think you’re starting to lose me.”
“Magic, m’boy—magic. What we perceive as magic or
occult events could possibly be the accidental triggering of one
of the god’s devices in this universe which allow him to sidestep
the cumbersome task of achieving the same effect by
manipulation of actual physical matter through our so-called
laws of physics. In other words, he can change the conditions
of this universe simply by a few careful chants. I believe that
most of the black magic spells and arcane arts that we have
stumbled across are clues to the nature of some cosmic allinclusive equation. If we could gather enough knowledge about
all the various known occult occurrences, we might be able to
extrapolate the basic equation to all magic patterns. Of course
you can understand then the importance of proper verification
of every occult event. One false element in the equation would
throw off the validity of the whole. Dr. Oberson has
programmed a computer to evaluate all occult happenings in
search of usable common denominator. He thinks he’s very close
to it.”
“That’s where Freeland comes in?”
“Almost. When Adrian White’s house burned to the
ground several months ago, the evidence hinted at something
most unusual. I allowed myself to be talked into investigating it
and found some indications that an actual occult experience had
occurred there. I wrote up my conclusions for the Modern
Occult Journal, but I was careful to say that I considered the
matter unresolved. one way or the other. More information was
needed. I believe that’s what prompted Freeland to write to me.
Of course, I didn’t believe one word of his letter, it was too
patently phony—the Freeland disappeared and I started
investigating some related incidents…well, to make it short,
m’boy, there is a strong possibility that the soul of Adrian White
has claimed, or has lodged itself in the body of, Jamieson H.
Freeland. If this is true, then we have an actual occult experience
around which we can perform an experiment to test the validity
of Dr. Oberson’s hypothesis. He wants to try to perform an
actual magic spell derived from his computer equations—the
exorcism of Adrian White!”
Ward’s eyes were glowing with excitement when
Hieronymus paused to relight his pipe. Thorne looked across his
study at him and said, “There’re two problems, however. The
first one is locating the missing Jamieson Freeland. All we know
is that he is somewhere in the United States. The second one is
more serious. If we are able to find him and make him the center
of a magical rite, can we do it without attracting the attention of
the entity we perceive as Othuum?”

expression quickly became one of delight.
“Before you get too excited, I should caution you. This
will be a working trip. You won’t be able to spend all your time
chasing after those liberated American women.”
“Oh, yes, sir—but what will we be working on?”
“You just read it,” said Thorne. “We’re going to
investigate this Freeland character—”
“Just on the strength of this letter?”
“No, of course not—but since I received that, I’ve tried
to get in touch with the man. I found out that he has since fled
to the colonies—excuse me, the United States, I keep forgetting.
The man we need to contact is Chandra Mission, who presides
over some kind of Eastern mystic cult. The group is a
hodgepodge of Gohonzon Buddhism, the I Ching, and
Transcendental Meditation.”
“I don’t think I understand any of that—”
“No matter. Chandra Mission can explain it all to you
when we talk to him. Mission is perhaps the world’s foremost
master of the occult. If anyone can help us locate Freeland—
and Othuum, whatever it may be—he can. We also have to pay
a visit on Dr. Delvin Oberson. He’s a research physicist at
HBM.”
“HBM?”
“Heuristic Business Machines—computers.”
“Computers?”
Hieronymus Thorne sighed. “I can see I’m going to
have to explain everything to you now. Dr. Oberson is also a
member of the Society for the Investigation of Occult
Occurrences. He has a theory that I’m very intrigued with. You
know how a computer works, don’t you?”
“Only vaguely. It operates a simulation of the problem
it is supposed to solve.”
“Yes—well, Oberson’s theory is that reality—that is,
what we perceive as reality is actually a simulation, too. That is,
we don’t really exist, we only think we exist. We’re all patterns
held in the banks of some vast meta-computer.”
“He sounds as mad as Freeland.”
“No, not quite—besides, I haven’t done justice to his
theory by describing it like that.” Thorne puffed at his pipe
slowly, decided to rephrase his description. “It has to deal with
the theory that all mathematics is only a hypothetical construct
that has correlation only to occasional specific incidents in the
real world—what we perceive as the real world.
“However, Oberson believes that any real event of any
magnitude can be expressed in mathematical terms or logical
equations; hence, perhaps our correlation to reality is only
occasional as well. In other words, our reality is only a set of
relationships that is currently existing in some cosmic arena of
possibility.
“Now, we don’t know why this particular set of
relationships has been set up, do we? Of course not, but let us
assume for the sake of argument that some entity—call him a
god, a demon, whatever—has created us for his own
amusement. Perhaps we are nothing more than a diversion—a
puzzle, a toy. Periodically, he might wish to insert himself into
our universe and look around. If so, he would probably arrange
some kind of simple safety mechanism that he could use in case
of danger. It would quickly remove him from this world, or it

It was not Hieronymus’s first journey to the United
States of America, so he was not as startled by the intensity of
New York City as Ward was. However, within a few days, the
lad was able to adjust and could snarl his way through a crowd
as well as anyone.
Other matters, though, did not proceed quite as well.
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better perform the experiment before we pat ourselves on the
back.”
“Oh, yes,” said Oberson. “Right. You’re right. If you’ll
sit over there—and if Ward will sit over here….” He indicated
two chairs on opposite sides of the room. “I’ll stay by the
console and operate the program.”
Ward and Hieronymus took their seats and watched as
Oberson began setting up last minute details.
There was no pentagram on the floor. There were no
candles. There was no blood in goblets, or dusty tomes. There
were no sacred knives in cobwebbed altars. There was not even
the fur of a newly skinned toad.
Instead, the room in which they stood was brightly lit,
a fluorescent ceiling glowed overhead, white walls shone with
reflected glare. Banks of computers and memory units stretched
up and down the length of the chamber. The air conditioner
whirred softly, just below the threshold of consciousness. There
was not a speck of dust on any surface.
“Now,” said Oberson, as he performed the last check of
his material, “if everything works right, we will evoke a pattern
which will simulate a magical spell, thus evoking a metaphysical
change in this space-time continuum, Everything depends on
the pattern being correct. To this end, I have analyzed every
element of Freeland’s letter—I have used Graphology,
Numerology, the I Ching, Supernatural Aura Detection—I have
reduced those elements to values in the equation which we are
about to work—”
And with that, he pressed the button.
Every light in New York City went out.
All electricity on the whole Northeastern end of the
United States ceased to flow.
Every device that depended on the flow of electrons
through conductive metal stopped.
“Oh, nuts—” said Oberson. “Not again.”
“This has happened before?”
“Yes, a few years ago.” Oberson’s voice floated out of
the darkness. “We’ll have to wait until the power is restored
before we can perform the spell.”
Hieronymus stood up, but the room was so black that
he decided to sit down again. It was safer than groping his way
around sightlessly. Conversationally, he asked, “How long will
it be?”
“Hours maybe—it all depends on how widespread the
failure is.”
“Will we be all right here?”
“Oh, yes—if necessary, we can go down the emergency
stair. But I’m disappointed. If the power failure had only waited
a few seconds more—”
“Eh ?” said Thorne.
“The program was set up to execute the spell almost
immediately. It would’ve taken only a few seconds—”
“Oh, you blundering fool !” raged Thorne. “Don’t you
know what you’ve done—?”
“What—what are you talking about?”
“Every magic spell involves a release of power—a spell
violates the law of conservation of energy. That energy has to
come from somewhere. Usually it’s drawn from the body of the
person who is casting the spell. That’s why most spells take

Jamieson Freeland was reported to have contacted Chandra
Mission only once and shortly thereafter disappeared. There was
a rumor that he had been sighted in Macy’s basement, but this
was beyond investigation; the two Englishmen were left without
a clue.
Dr. Oberson, however, was not dispirited by their lack
of success; he said to Thorne, “All right, Herky, so we can’t find
Freeland; that doesn’t mean we can’t still perform our
experiment.”
“But I thought,” said Ward, “that the experiment would
be to exorcise Adrian White from the body of Jamieson
Freeland.”
“On the contrary,” said Oberson, a tall, thin man, bald
on top, with narrow horn-rimmed spectacles, “the experiment
will be to determine if our computer-extrapolated equations bear
any correlation to the basic magic structure of this space-time
continuum.”
“Oh,” said Ward.
Oberson added, “If we can’t perform an exorcism spell,
perhaps we can perform a different kind of spell—one that will
locate the missing Jamieson Freeland. You still have his letter?”
Hieronymus produced it.
“Ah, good—you see, we have one object which was
quite close to the missing person, a letter written by his own
hand. It will have a certain resonance that is particular to
Jamieson Freeland. It will have a faint echo of his personal aura.
We can use that as an element in the equation.”
Hieronymus began to pack his pipe. His large, deep-set
eyes were thoughtful. “I’m not sure it’s such a good idea to use
that letter, Dr. Oberson. I’m not an expert on supernatural
resonances, but I suspect that these are ‘bad’ vibrations—”
Oberson dismissed Thorne’s objection with a wave. “I
believe we can compensate for that. I should have the spell
equations derived within a few days. You’ll look them over, of
course, and we’ll see if you still have doubts—”
Hieronymus did have doubts as he looked over the
carefully inscribed computer printouts, but he could not pin
down exactly what it was that bothered him. “Maybe,” he
muttered to himself, “maybe it isn’t possible to express the
supernatural in physical terms.
But the printouts were before him, a physical stack
more than three feet high and covered with equations and
carefully drawn runes.
“Now, all this,” explained Oberson, “is merely the
description of the basic program. Once we switch the computer
on, it will begin to execute the program, and as it performs these
various chants and equivalent functions and rituals
symbolically, of course—the spell is a simulation—we should
derive some form of occult effect. Hopefully, it will tell us,
without resorting to normal channels of information, where we
can find Freeland.” He busied himself at a console for a moment,
then said, “I have high hopes for this, Herky. If we do produce
a super natural effect, it will be a landmark first for science, It
will be an effect that will be reproducible by any scientist who
can duplicate our conditions. We’ll be taking a giant step for all
mankind in unlocking the secrets of the occult. Science will
invade the supernatural world—”
“I think,” said Hieronymus quietly, “that first we had
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to cover his receding chin, glared at her. “I guess I understand a
boy’s club like this buying into that sort of crap.” She winked at
Captain Weakbeard. “I mean, this is probably as close any of
you have been to a woman in years, right?”
“Shut it!” The youth yanked the chain attached to one
of Maria’s ankles, and she winced in pain.
“Ignore her,” the pipe-thin man kneeling behind her
head said in a reedy voice. “Focus on the ritual.”
“Then there’s the ‘meant’ bit. Mean by who? Some
musty librarian who keeps the keys to the Rare Books Room
stuffed into a locket he wears next to his shriveled-up heart? Or
God?” She coughed a bitter laugh at that.
The halfbeard hauled on her chain again, scraping the
skin on her ankle. He kept his tongue if not his temper, but that
didn’t stop the man at Maria’s other leg from putting a hand on
his arm to stop him. “She’s just trying to rattle you.”
“Rattle your faith, he means,” Maria said. “But you’ve
already done a hell of a job of that yourself. I mean, all that
chanting you were doing before? ‘Cthulhu fhtagn’ is a long way
from a Hail Mary.”
The kid’s knuckles tightened on his chain hard enough
to turn white, but he held still
“And ‘to know’? I mean, isn’t knowledge why we’re all
here?”
“Not you,” the man near her right arm said with a low
chuckle that sent him into a coughing fit.
“He’s correct,” the scrawny librarian said as he leaned
out over Maria’s head to peer at her with his watery blue eyes.
“You have an entirely different purpose here,”
“From your point of view, maybe.” She stared back at
him until he looked away. “But not from mine. I came here to
learn something.”
The rail laughed at her. “You’re arguing against yourself
now. You’re about to become an abject lesson in why you would
have been better off staying at home and keeping your nose out
of things that don’t concern you.”
Maria rolled her eyes. “You’re trying to awaken
Cthulhu, and you think I’d be better off not knowing a damn
thing about that until he came to devour the entire world?” She
narrowed her eyes at the man. “You know, I didn’t think that
was possible.”
“What’s that?” the scruffy kid at her feet said.
Maria smiled at the way the librarian had bitten his
tongue but the kid had taken the bait. “Believe it or not, he’s
stupider than he looks.”
The librarian scowled down at her, gritting his teeth so
hard his cheeks jutted out from his jaw.
“He ain’t the one chained up here,” the kid said.
“But I’m not the one—well, five—who think that
waking up an elder god and inviting him over for a barbecue is
going to go well.”
“For you,” the man at her left arm said.
“For anyone. For the world.”
“For the rest of the world,” the librarian said in a quiet
voice. “Our little part of it will be just fine. Better than ever, in
fact.”
“Right. Because you cut a deal with the Devil.” Maria
shook her head in disgust. “No—worse than that—an elder god.

several hours to prepare and execute, so a person won’t kill
himself. He’s going slow enough so that the energy loss is
minimal and replaceable—but you, you idiot—your computer
executed the spell in the space of a few seconds. It pumped all
of its available personal power into that spell! You’ve drawn off
all the power from the entire Northeastern electrical network!
You’re responsible for this blackout, you thundering oaf!”
“Then, you mean—we haven’t failed?”
“No, of course not! This blackout—this is your
supernatural effect!”
“Erg,” said Oberson, choking deep in his throat.
Somewhere, something chuckled—
Hieronymus went chill. Abruptly he realized that Ward
hadn’t spoken a word since before the lights went out.
“Ward? Are you there?”
The blackness was impenetrable.
“Ward—?” Hieronymus took a step forward—
“Ward?” he called. “Ward?” He stood up nervously.
Something made a sound.
Then Ward’s voice, strangely distorted, as if someone
else were using it. “Ward?” it asked. “Who’s Ward?”‘
And then it laughed maniacally.
---------------------------Matt Forbeck has been a full-time creator of awardwinning games and fiction since 1989, designing games and toys
and writing stories of all sorts. He has twenty-seven novels
published to date, including the award-nominated Guild Wars:
Ghosts of Ascalon and the critically acclaimed Amortals and
Vegas Knights. His latest work includes the Magic: The
Gathering comic book, the MMOs Marvel Heroes and Ghost
Recon Online, and his novel The Con Job, based on the TV
show Leverage, as well as his Dangerous Games trilogy of
thrillers set at Gen Con.

Meant to Know
By MATT FORBECK
“Things man was not meant to know?” Maria Vega
sneered at the black-robed cultists arrayed around her, one
kneeling at each of the five points of the star inscribed in the
pentacle inside which they’d chained her down. “I’ve always
hated that saying. Always.”
The pale-skinned men stared at her, not uttering a word.
Maria rattled her chains to get their attention, hoping to topple
over the burning candles that stood atop the posts to which her
shackles had been anchored. One ran to each of the pentacle’s
points with the exception of the one that lay just past her head.
She felt the dried blood caked on the floor beneath her crackle
and flake as she moved, releasing a blended stench of copper
and mold.
“Just unpack it, would you?” Maria said. “First, there’s
the horribly sexist term ‘man,’ as if that could stand in for all
humanity—if there were no women in this world.”
She glanced at the men, trying to meet their eyes. One
of the younger ones, a youth with a peach-fuzz goatee struggling
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in the strange visitor’s presence. She glanced at the librarian’s
desk, which now stood lonely and bare.
“That brings up a saying I do like,” she said aloud, to
whoever—or whatever—might be listening. “A little knowledge
is a dangerous thing.”

That’s like a mosquito cutting a deal with a bug zapper.”
“Some mosquitoes got nothing to lose,” the cougher
said. He sounded like someone had gone over his lungs with a
cheese grater.
“If you’re so bent on knowing what ‘man was not meant
to know,’ then what do you have against us learning how to make
a good bargain for ourselves?” the librarian asked.
Maria grunted. “Knowledge isn’t inherently good or
evil. It’s just bad in the wrong hands. The point is, you five must
be the ‘men’ in that little phrase.”
“Watch your mouth, witch!” The librarian
“Right.” She winced at him. “That hardly seems fair to
the other men in the world. Substitute ‘idiots.’”
The librarian smacked Maria across the face. Blood
spilled from her split lip. She turned her head and spat it onto
the pentacle beneath her. It sizzled where it touched the lines.
Maria felt the men holding her limbs shudder. The kid
dropped her foot and scrambled away backward on his hands.
The cougher started to snarl at him but started to choke and had
to sit back on his rump instead. The librarian cursed at them all.
“Don’t let her shake you!”
Maria launched into a chant in a language never meant
for a human tongue. The librarian gasped in horror. The men
who’d been holding her arms recoiled, kicking themselves away
from her.
Maria kept chanting. The dried blood on the floor below
her liquefied and began to boil. The heat scorched her back, but
she kept chanting, the pain spurring her voice to a scream.
The kid leaped to his feet and raced for the stairs. He
might make it out alive. The other men sat there too
dumbfounded to flee. The librarian was the only one among
them who could do more than gibber in terror at the way the
pentacle beneath Maria had started to glow with a white heat.
“This can’t be.” He tried to reach for her, but an
invisible force at the edge of the pentacle sparked his fingers
away. He snatched them back with a curse. “It’s impossible!”
“If you’d been more diligent in your research, you’d
know that a pentacle is really just a protective circle,” Maria
said. “It can work whether you’re inside of it or out.”
“But you’re part of our ritual!”
“Which you haven’t finished yet. I started mine before
I got here. The only thing I needed to wrap it up was to swallow
a bit of blood spilled in anger. So thanks for that.”
The other men shoved themselves to their feet then and
fled, even the cougher bringing up the rear. As they neared the
stairway, something blacker than the shadows beneath it
emerged from the darkness, the countless mouths attached to its
dizzying array of tentacles each keening in a horrible harmony
as they reached out to gather the first fleshy feast they’d found
in untold eons.
The librarian fled to the far corner of the room, flipping
through a stack of dusty, crumbling books, hunting for
something that might save him from sharing the others’ fate.
Maria closed her eyes and hummed a little tune in her head to
try to mute his screams.
It didn’t help much.
When it was over, she unscrewed her face and shook
herself free from her shackles, which had warped in odd ways

---------------------------Daniel Keys Moran is a database programmer and
writer. He made his first professional fiction sale at 18 and has
been programming databases since dBase II. He has worked on
Yahoo! Music and MySpace among other SQL projects. He
coined the word “webcast” in 1987 and was probably the first
person to write on the subject of internet addiction, in 1989. His
novel “The Long Run,” a part of his “Tales of the Continuing
Time” series, is the most highly rated SF novel on
Goodreads.com.

What Is And Is Not True
By DANIEL KEYS MORAN
It made him laugh, it really did. Sitting in the little patio
area outside at the restaurant Swingers in Santa Monica,
Gregory Diavola burst out laughing at the conversation at the
next table.
The boy he overhead was about twelve, and Gregory
thought he could have just eaten the kid alive, he was so
adorable. (He didn't, he ordered a club sandwich instead.) A
blonde haired kid with the standard local L.A. accent, the kid
had said, “Cthulhu?”
Surprisingly, he pronounced it well. Not correctly – no
one with a mouth filled with a tongue and teeth shaped like that
was ever going to say it correctly – but well enough to have put
a hell of a scare into some of the people Gregory had known,
when he was young. (Well, people was a flexible word, no?)
“Yeah,” said the kid sitting next to him, a bigger and
older version of him. His brother, probably. “A monster in old
stories.”
The smaller kid laughed. “It sounds like something out
of Star Trek. Cthulhu! Take the controls!”
That was when Gregory laughed. It scared them – and
since they were done with their dinners, they got up and got out
as quickly as possible without conceding to each other that they
were scared.
They impressed Gregory. Most adults were too sensible
to be scared by a mild looking man like Gregory Diavola.
When he left Swingers that evening, Gregory caught
sight of a big blonde guy dressed all in white, drinking coffee
and vodka at the counter. By himself, as usual. The big man
nodded at Gregory as he passed by, but neither of them spoke.
Seeing him depressed Gregory – Los Angeles was getting
crowded. It had been a long time since he'd had it to himself,
but now he was starting to run into people, to use the word, in
his favorite restaurants.
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and seated himself as well.
They weren't two hundred miles from Los Angeles, but
the beach was empty of any evidence of humans beyond what
they'd brought with them. Several minutes went by between
cars, sometimes longer, and from the campsite the traffic was
invisible and barely audible. The world smelled of salt and
sounded of the gentle surf. Gregory could smell Mike, even over
the whiskied coffee, could hear the thump of his heartbeat, but
even for Gregory the senses grew stretched and thin after that.
“Catholics,” said Gregory, “believe that if they die in a
state of grace, they are forgiven and go to heaven. And you
confessed your sins to your brother priest, this afternoon. Having
had no meaningful opportunity to sin, since, you are at this very
moment in a state of grace?”
Father Mike thought about it. “It would be arrogant to
say so; we are all sinners.” Not I, thought Gregory, and by his
lights this was true. “But I don't suppose I've done anything very
terrible since this afternoon. Why, are we about to die?”
Gregory gulped back the rest of his coffee and dropped
the cup. “You are,” he said and came out of the chair and strode
forward five feet with a single step and threw out his arms.
“Zoth-Ommog!” he cried. “Father and Cousin! Rise! You are
called. Rise!”
What came from the water, splashing up out of the
waves and then flying low over the gentle surf, would be
invisible to Michael Devlin. A kindness, that.
The heavy silver chain holding the cross around
Devlin's neck exploded, spraying bits of glowing white molten
metal across the beach. Some of it struck Devlin, and some
Gregory, and neither noticed, Gregory because it didn't hurt, and
Father Mike because he had no time. The cross itself neither
heated not shattered, but it fell to the sand as Devlin, howling,
rose to meet the barely-seen figure rushing toward him through
the night sky –

Father Mike laughed too, a couple weeks later, when
Gregory picked him up to go fishing, and related the story.
“Well,” Mike said, “they wouldn't have been scared if they knew
you like I do.” This was true, thought Gregory, though not to
Mike Devlin's credit. Father Mike didn't know him very well at
all, after more than a decade of friendship.
“Even with your last name,” Father Mike added.
Gregory smiled at Father Mike, showing a row of even
white teeth. “I've known people with worse names. I knew a girl
once named Dolores la Puta.” Father Mike looked puzzled, and
Gregory's smile widened a bit – the half-Irish, half-Americanmongrel priest knew the Italian meaning of Diavola, but not the
Spanish meaning of puta, and him growing up in Los Angeles.
“It means a woman of very low virtue, Father,” Gregory said
politely.
“Oh.” Father Mike actually blushed a bit. In all the
years Gregory had known him, Mike Devlin, and then Father
Mike Devlin, had never had a woman, or a man or a child.
Gregory thought he was, in fact, chaste. He knew that most of
Mike Devlin's time was devoted to good works, to working with
children and addicts and homeless. Gregory was reasonably sure
he hadn't met a better man in the last century.
“That must have been a very difficult name to have,”
Father Mike said, “growing up.”
By the time they left Malibu behind them, traveling
northward on Pacific Coast Highway in Gregory's dark gray
Jaguar Vanden Plas, Father Mike was already twenty minutes
into his favorite subject, the Death of Faith in America. “We're
civilized, aren't we, too good to proclaim our faith, our
knowledge of what is and is not true, of what is and is not right.
The saints of old weren't embarrassed by their faith, weren't
afraid to be laughed at, they were righteous --”
“Blinking mad, too,” Gregory agreed, though without
raising his voice much.
Father Mike blinked, smiled uncertainly, and got back
on track. “– secure in their faith, the faith a rock upon which
they built –”

Gregory stood quietly and waited for his cousin – it was
easier to think of him that way – to finish.
He was the best? Zoth-Ommog asked, after a while.
“In this last decade, yes.”
There was not much there.
“He knew it, too,” Gregory said. “Deep down, I think
he did.”
Zoth-Ommog regarded Gregory Diavola. Gregory
stood very still. Then his cousin threw himself into the sky, and
a moment later was gone, and Gregory shuddered, having
survived again, and took his clothes off so that he might let his
human form drop away, and fell upon the leftovers.

Father Mike was asleep by the time Gregory pulled off
the road. Gregory let him sleep, popped the trunk on the Jaguar,
and got out the tent. He took the tent down to the beach and set
it up, in the dead of night, about twenty feet back from the water.
Despite the moonless night he didn't need a light; Gregory's
night vision was superb. The sea looked silvery in his vision,
from the scattered starlight. He came back to the car and got the
fishing gear and supplies, set out the two captain's chairs, and
then went back to the car to wake Mike.
Mike walked down to the tent, rubbing his eyes and
stretching. “Greg, you didn't need to do this by yourself.” He
settled himself down in the right-hand captain's chair, facing the
beach, and settled in, pulling his coat in on himself a bit against
the chill.
“Irish coffee?”
“You do just mean coffee with whiskey in it, right?”
“I do,” Gregory admitted.
“Please.”
Gregory poured from the thermos, handed it to Mike
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